SUCCESS STORY

Vigilant in New Mexico

Vigilant provides surveillance to White Sands Missile Range
About White Sands Missile Range
White Sands Missile Range is a United States Army facility of almost 3,200 square miles
(8,300 km2) in parts of five counties in southern New Mexico near Alamogordo. As the
largest military installation in the United States, White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
provides the Army, Navy, Air Force, Department of Defense, and other customers
with high quality resources for scientific experimentation, test, research, assessment,
development, and training. Current operations include ground support for the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), a network of communications satellites, as well as
a variety of government and private research projects, missile testing and recovery
operations.

The Challenge
WSMR is located in the Tularosa Basin, a valley between the Organ Mountains, San
Andres Mountains and the Sacramento Mountains. It is named for the white gypsum
crystals that leached out of surrounding mountains. These sand dunes extend from
WSMR, through White Sands National Monument, and into nearby Holloman Air Force
Base.
The challenge of providing military grade perimeter protection over such a large, diverse terrain fell to the integration services of SD Technologies
based in El Paso, Texas. SD Technologies looked to Vigilant Technology to provide the latest in IP video management systems to protect government
assets and ensure life safety.

The Solution —Robust Virtual Matrix to Maximize Perimeter Protection
“With many years of reliability and innovation, Vigilant was considered as the most networkcentric solution,” explained Donald Davis, Project Manager for SD Technologies. “Vigilant’s Netview
virtual matrix enables higher situational awareness among operators by displaying a wide range of
information using an easy to view interface. This allows greater mission effectiveness with a more
proactive focus on perimeter protection.”

About Vigilant

About SD Technologies

Vigilant Technology is a pioneering developer and manufacturer of intelligent video
recording and surveillance solutions for mission-critical applications. The focus is on
adding value to the video that is captured by customers’ CCTV networks. Vigilant’s
high frame rate solutions allow customers to break free from ineffective time-lapse
recording solutions. They enable demanding environments to gain maximum
benefit from today’s digital video recording technology.

SD Technologies, a twenty five year veteran of integrated system design and
installation, translates their affinity for technology into advanced turn key solutions
for video security, access control, life safety, fire, structured cabling and audio/visual
through WAN/LAN/wireless communications with superior customer service..

Visit www.VGLNT.com for more information.
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